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Abstract

Text summarization helps readers capture001
salient information from documents, news, in-002
terviews, and meetings. However, most state-003
of-the-art pretrained language models (LM)004
are unable to efficiently process long text005
for many summarization tasks. In this pa-006
per, we propose SUMMN , a simple, flexi-007
ble, and effective multi-stage framework for008
input texts that are longer than the maxi-009
mum context length of typical pretrained LMs.010
SUMMN first splits the data samples and gener-011
ates a coarse summary in multiple stages and012
then produces the final fine-grained summary013
based on it. Our framework can process in-014
put text of arbitrary length by adjusting the015
number of stages, while keeping the LM in-016
put size fixed. Moreover, it can deal with017
both single-source documents and dialogues,018
and it can be used on top of different back-019
bone abstractive summarization models. To020
the best of our knowledge, SUMMN is the021
first multi-stage split-then-summarize frame-022
work for long input summarization. Our ex-023
periments demonstrate that SUMMN outper-024
forms previous state-of-the-art methods by im-025
proving ROUGE scores on three long meet-026
ing summarization datasets AMI, ICSI, and027
QMSum, two long TV series datasets from028
SummScreen, and a long document summa-029
rization dataset GovReport. Our data and code030
are available at https://github.com/031
ANONYMOUS/Summ-N.032

1 Introduction033

Abstractive summarization helps readers capture034

salient information from various sources such as035

documents, news, interviews, and meetings. Pre-036

vious work has primarily focused on short texts of037

news (Gehrmann et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019)038

and short conversations (Gliwa et al., 2019; Chen039

and Yang, 2021). Recently proposed longer dia-040

logue and document summarization tasks (Zhong041

et al., 2021b; Huang et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021) 042

pose challenges for current large pretrained lan- 043

guage models due to the time and memory com- 044

plexity of training, as well as limited input lengths 045

these models can consume. 046

A common method to handle long text re- 047

duces the input to a shorter one. This can 048

be accomplished by truncating inputs (Lewis 049

et al., 2020) or employing retrieve-then-summarize 050

pipelines (Zhong et al., 2021b). However, these 051

methods break the dependency of the context and 052

decrease the number of tokens that the model can 053

read, i.e., the receptive field of the model. The 054

cutting-off model depends on the lead bias of 055

the source text, while the retrieve-then-summarize 056

models heavily rely on the independence of re- 057

trieved units (turns or sentences) which are usually 058

scattered throughout the source text. 059

Another approach optimizes the attention mech- 060

anism in Transformers to accommodate longer in- 061

puts by reducing the impact of quadratic complex- 062

ity of the attention process using Locality-sensitive 063

hashing (LSH) attention (Kitaev et al., 2020) and 064

Sinkhorn attention (Tay et al., 2020). Additionally, 065

HMNet (Zhu et al., 2020) and HAT-BART (Rohde 066

et al., 2021) use hierarchical self-attention to ex- 067

tend the input limitation of typical self-attention 068

models. However, the simplified attention mecha- 069

nism weakens the power of pretrained Transformer 070

model, e.g. HMNet does not pretrained on external 071

large-scaled unsupervised dataset as BART did. 072

In this paper, we propose SUMMN , a multi-stage 073

framework for long dialogue and document summa- 074

rization. Figure 1 shows the structure of SUMMN . 075

First, it divides each source text into segments so 076

that each can be completely fed into the backbone 077

abstractive summarization model. Then, it matches 078

each of them with the subset of target text using 079

a ROUGE-based greedy algorithm. Next, each 080

stage generates a coarse summary for each seg- 081

ment and concatenates them together as the input 082
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Figure 1: Workflow of the proposed SUMMN framework. It contains N coarse stages and 1 fine-grained stage. At
each coarse stage, source and target text is segmented and paired using a ROUGE-based greedy algorithm, and
then a backbone summarization model is used to generate the summary for each segment. After multiple coarse
stages, the last fine-graded stage produces the final summary output.

to the next stage. After multiple stages of compres-083

sion and summarization, the final stage produces084

a fine-grained summary. The process expands the085

model context to the full reception field, mean-086

ing that the proposed model can read the full in-087

put no matter how long the input is. Unlike the088

retrieve-then-summarize pipelines (Zhang et al.,089

2019) which extracts sentences usually without090

their context, SUMMN only cuts the source text091

at the end of each segment, so that the context of092

most sentences remains. In other words, it relies093

much less on the independence of the context than094

retrieve-then-summarize pipelines. It does not095

assume lead bias because each part of the source096

is fully used. In addition, in each stage, it lever-097

ages a backbone abstractive summarization model098

to recursively generate the summaries. Therefore,099

it enjoys the full power of the pretrained language100

models because the framework preserves the intact101

structure of Transformers.102

SUMMN is flexible to inputs with different103

lengths by adjusting the number of stages. SUMMN104

can change the number of coarse stages according105

to the compression ratio between source and target,106

the input limit of the backbone model, and the in-107

put source length. We give the empirical formula108

to decide the number of needed stages for every109

tested dataset. Experiments show that ROUGE in-110

creases on all datasets when increasing the number111

of stages from one to the appropriate number. Ad-112

ditionally, SUMMN is flexible because it can be113

applied to different backbone summarization mod-114

els. We found that the ROUGE scores increase115

sharply on AMI dataset when replacing backbone116

model with T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), and PEGA- 117

SUS (Zhang et al., 2019). 118

We conduct extensive experiments on long-input 119

summarization datasets in multiple domains. The 120

results demonstrate that the proposed model signif- 121

icantly outperforms previous state-of-the-art meth- 122

ods according to automatic and human evalua- 123

tions on three long meeting summarization datasets 124

(AMI, ICSI, QMSum) and one long TV series 125

summarization dataset (SummScreen). It also 126

achieves state-of-the-art performance on a long doc- 127

ument summarization dataset (GovReport). These 128

datasets include document summarization as well 129

as both query-based and query-independent long 130

dialogue summarization tasks. 131

Our contributions are: (1) We propose SUMMN , 132

a simple, flexible, and effective framework for long 133

dialogue and document summarization. To the best 134

of our knowledge, SUMMN is the first multi-stage 135

split-then-summarize framework to solve long text 136

summarization tasks. (2) We evaluate SUMMN on 137

both dialogue and document domains and improve 138

the baseline model by a large margin. (3) We an- 139

alyze and compare the proposed framework with 140

baselines and discuss its merits in details. 141

2 Related Work 142

Long Document Summarization Long docu- 143

ment summarization has been studied in multiple 144

domains, such as news (Nallapati et al., 2016), pat- 145

terns (Trappey et al., 2009), books (Kryściński 146

et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021), scientific publi- 147

cations (Qazvinian and Radev, 2008), and med- 148
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ical records (Cohan et al., 2018). Gidiotis and149

Tsoumakas (2020) proposed a divide-and-conquer150

method by splitting the input into multiple seg-151

ments, summarizing them separately, and combin-152

ing the summary pieces. Grail et al. (2021) pro-153

posed a hierarchical neural model to process seg-154

mented input blocks. Compared with SUMMN ,155

these models only split the input once, implying156

the lack of flexibility when handling longer input.157

The GovReport dataset was recently introduced158

containing documents with more than 9000 words,159

thus greatly challenging the capabilities of cur-160

rent models such as PEGASUS (Zhang et al.,161

2019), TLM (Subramanian et al., 2019), and BIG-162

BIRD (Zaheer et al., 2020). To handle this dataset,163

Huang et al. (2021) proposed head-wise posi-164

tional strides to reduce the cost of the encoder-165

decoder attention. Similarly, models such as Long-166

former (Beltagy et al., 2020) and Reformer (Kitaev167

et al., 2020) adjust attention mechanisms in Trans-168

formers to consume longer inputs. However, these169

models sparsify the attention structure of the pre-170

trained model to fit the longer source text. By con-171

trast, SUMMN is able to maintain the full structure172

of various pretrained models.173

Long Dialogue Summarization Various models174

have also been proposed to handle long dialogue175

summarization. HMNet (Zhu et al., 2020) and176

HAT-BART (Rohde et al., 2021) leverage a two-177

level transformer-based model to obtain word level178

and sentence level representations. DialLM (Zhong179

et al., 2021a), Longformer-BART-arg (Fabbri et al.,180

2021) use finetuning or data augmentation to in-181

corporate the external knowledge to maintain the182

accuracy of lengthy input. Different from these183

models, SUMMN is a framework without modify-184

ing the structure of the backbone attention model.185

Multi-Stage Text Generation Multiple multi-186

stage coarse-to-fine frameworks have been stud-187

ied in many other text generation tasks, such as188

dialogue state tracking (Chen et al., 2020), neural189

story generation (Fan et al., 2018), and extractive190

summarization (Xu and Lapata, 2020). In a summa-191

rization task, a two-stage extract-and-summarize192

pipeline is commonly used (Zhang et al., 2019; Sub-193

ramanian et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020). However,194

unlike that work, our framework aims at long input195

summarization with fully abstractive intermediate196

summaries, meaning that SUMMN can be viewed197

as a summarize-then-summarize pipeline.198

3 Method 199

Figure 1 shows the workflow of SUMMN . The 200

workflow includes two types of stages, N coarse 201

stages, and one fine-grained stage. Coarse stages 202

include the data segmentation and coarse summary 203

generation, while the fine-grained stage directly 204

generates the summary as the final result. Besides, 205

we have separate models for each stage and each 206

was separately trained. SUMMN can adjust and 207

compute the number of coarse stages N according 208

to the stats of dataset and model. 209

To formulate our task, we denote one sample of 210

the source text as D = {D1, D2, · · · , Dm}, where 211

Di indicates one sentence in a document or a di- 212

alogue. For query-based summarization, there is 213

also a query Q. The goal is to produce a well- 214

formed summary T , given D and the optional Q. 215

3.1 Data Segmentation 216

In long text summarization, the number of tokens 217

in the source data usually exceeds the limit of the 218

backbone summarization models, thus reducing 219

the quality of the summary. To make sure that the 220

model can capture information about all source to- 221

kens, we apply a segmentation algorithm for long 222

input summarization datasets. First, we segment 223

the source text so that the data input to the back- 224

bone model does not exceed the length limit. Then, 225

we apply a greedy algorithm to find the best target 226

summary that matches the source segments. 227

Source Segmentation Assume that the number 228

of the maximum input tokens of the backbone 229

model is K. To completely input the source in- 230

formation, we cut the input D (between sentences) 231

into multiple segments, each of them containing 232

fewer than K tokens. Given the input D, we will 233

have n segments S = {S1, S2, · · · , Sn} where 234

Si ∈ D is a segment in D. For query-based sum- 235

marization tasks, we simply concatenate the query 236

to the beginning of the S, i.e. Si ← Q
⊕

Si. In 237

both cases, the number of tokens in each segment 238

is less than the hyper-parameter K. 239

Target Segmentation Segmenting the source 240

text results in n source pieces Si. We assign each 241

Si a target Ti ∈ T to form the new pair (Si, Ti) 242

for the next step. We use a greedy matching al- 243

gorithm for target segmentation. We first split T 244

into separate sentences Ts = {Ts1 , Ts2 , · · · , Tsk}. 245

Then, each segment Si is matched with a subset 246

of Ts such that the ROUGE-1 score between Ts 247
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Algorithm 1 Greedy Target Segmentation
Input: Si, Ts = {Ts1 , Ts2 , · · · , Tsk}
Output: (Si, Ti)
Ti ← Φ
loop
T ′
i ← Ti

for T ′
s ∈ Ts − Ti do

τ ′ ← ROUGE1(Si, T
′
i )

τ ← ROUGE1(Si, Ti

⊕
T ′
s)

if τ ′ < τ then
T ′
i ← Ti

⊕
T ′
s

end if
end for
if T ′

i = Ti then
Break the loop.

else
Ti ← T ′

i

end if
end loop
return (Si, Ti)

and Si is maximized. However, it is not feasible to248

find the optimal set due to the huge time cost. We249

apply a simple greedy approximation to find such250

a subset. From a null set Ti, we iteratively add to251

the subset the sentence with the highest ROUGE-1252

gain between Ts and Si. Algorithm 1 shows how253

we obtain the new training pair (Si, Ti).
⊕

indi-254

cates the concatenation of sentences while keeping255

them in the same order as in the original text. We256

use ROUGE-1 as the matching criterion because257

the higher ROUGE-1 score usually implies higher258

scores on the other metrics such as ROUGE-2 or259

ROUGE-L, while ROUGE-1 enjoys lower time260

complexity compared with other ROUGE metrics.261

3.2 Coarse Summary Generation262

In coarse summary generation, we train a summa-263

rization model, that takes the segmented data as264

input. Data segmentation helps the summarizer265

to better learn the task of the current stage. We266

first collect the training samples (Si, Ti) generated267

by data segmentation to form a new dataset. This268

augments the source data to Ls/K times compared269

with the cut-off methods, where Ls indicates the270

length of source text of original dataset. Addition-271

ally, because we incorporate the full input using272

segmentation, it does not rely on the leading bias273

in the cut-off method that only considers the first274

segment S1. Afterward, we use these data to train275

a neural summarizer. This way, our model treats276

each part of the source text as equally important.277

Given a source segment Si and an optional query
Q, we obtain the coarse summary segments using

a backbone summarization model:

T̂ l
i = SUMMl(Q,Si)

Where l is the index of the current stage. Then, the 278

n coarse summaries corresponding to the original 279

source S = {S1, S2, · · · , Sn} are concatenated: 280

T̂ l = T̂ l
1

⊕
T̂ l
2

⊕
· · ·

⊕
T̂ l
n. We use T̂ l as the new 281

source text of next stage, which compresses the 282

input source data Dl. i.e. Dl+1 = T̂ l. To pair with 283

the Dl+1, the target to the next stage is copied from 284

the original dataset, i.e. T l+1 = T . 285

The proposed framework is applicable to dif- 286

ferent backbone models SUMMl(∗), such as 287

BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and T5 (Raffel et al., 288

2020). We pick BART as the backbone model 289

because it can best illustrate the benefits of our 290

framework (Section 4.1). 291

3.3 Number of Coarse Stages 292

The number of stages can be computed by data stats
and model characteristics. In SUMMN , each coarse
stage compresses the input to a shorter length.
After N turns of coarse stages, the averaged length
of source text is below K, the dataset is then fed
into the fine-grained stage. Hence, the number of
coarse stage can be computed by the following
equation (details can be found in appendix):

Ls

KN
× |Ti|N ≤ K

N = d logK − logLs

log |Ti| − logK
e

Where ∗N indicates the N -th power of ∗, and |Ti| is 293

the averaged length of the segmented targets. Table 294

1 shows the N for each dataset. 295

The greedy algorithm in SUMMN for target seg- 296

mentation is critical to the performance. Consider 297

a duplication algorithm where each segment Si 298

is simply paired with the target T , i.e. Ti = T . 299

Since the target text is longer than segmented text, 300

the generated summary of each coarse stage will 301

be longer as well, leading to a lower compression 302

speed and larger N . Besides, the duplication of the 303

target will confuse the model, because some source 304

segments will probably be paired with the same 305

target, causing the model to generate duplicated 306

content. Experiments (Table 7, “- stage 2” versus 307

“- stage 2 tar. seg.”) show that ROUGE scores 308

declines a lot when greedy target segmentation is 309

replaced by the duplication algorithm . 310
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Dataset Type Domain Size Source length Target length Query N + 1

AMI Dialogue Meetings 137 6007.7 296.6 7 2
ICSI Dialogue Meetings 59 13317.3 488.5 7 3
QMSum Dialogue Meetings 1808 9069.8 69.6 3 2
SummScreen Dialogue TV shows 26851 6612.5 337.4 7 2
GovReport Document Reports 19466 9409.4 553.4 7 3

Table 1: The summarization datasets for evaluation. The source length and target length is the averaged number
across the dataset. N indicates the number of coarse stages.

3.4 Fine-Grained Summary Generation311

When the input source of Dl is shorter than K,
we can precede to the fine-grained stage. In this
stage, Dl is used to train a summarization model
from scratch to obtain the final summary. The fine-
grained stage works the same way as the vanilla
backbone model. In fact, SUMMN with N = 0 is
the backbone summarizer. In the fine-grained stage,
the model is directly trained on dataset (DLc , T )
from the last coarse stage, and obtain the summary
as the final output of SUMMN :

T̂Lc+1 = SUMMLc+1(Q,DLc)

It is worth noting that, although source text may312

be shorter than 2 segments, i.e. Ls ≤ K, we still313

add them in all stages, so that each summarization314

model can be trained on the full dataset.315

4 Experiment Setup316

We first list the datasets and metrics to evaluate the317

model. Then, we introduce the backbone model318

and baselines for comparisons. Finally, we present319

some implementation details.320

4.1 Datasets and Metrics321

Table 1 shows data statistics for the datasets.322

AMI & ICSI (McCowan et al., 2005; Janin323

et al., 2003) are meeting scripts generated by Auto-324

matic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems. AMI is325

collected from product design meetings in a com-326

pany while ICSI is collected from academic group327

meetings. Because the transcript is produced by328

ASR, there is a word error rate of 36% for AMI329

and 37% for ICSI.330

QMSum (Zhong et al., 2021b) is a query-based331

meeting summarization dataset. It consists of meet-332

ings from three domains, including AMI and ICSI,333

and the committee meetings of the Welsh Parlia-334

ment and the Parliament of Canada. Each query335

and sample are written by experts.336

SummScreen (Chen et al., 2021) consists of 337

community-contributed transcripts of television 338

show episodes from The TVMegaSite, Inc. (TMS) 339

and ForeverDream (FD). The summary of each 340

transcript is the recap from TMS, or a recap of the 341

FD shows from Wikipedia and TVMaze. 342

GovReport (Huang et al., 2021) is a large-scale 343

long document summarization dataset with 19,466 344

long reports published by the U.S. Government 345

Accountability Office on national policy issues. 346

We use ROUGE (Lin, 2004) as the automatic 347

evaluation metric for all experiments. We use the 348

pyrouge library 1 as the implementation. We 349

split summary outputs into sentences to calculate 350

the ROUGE-L score. 351

4.2 Backbone Model 352

We pick BART (Lewis et al., 2020) as our back- 353

bone summarization model because it performs 354

well on short text summarization but not as good on 355

longer texts, illustrating the benefits of our frame- 356

work. Compared with other pretrained parameters, 357

the BART-large model pretrained on the CNN/DM 358

dataset yields the best performance (Zhang et al., 359

2021). So we use BART-large-cnn parameter as a 360

better starting point. 361

It is worth noting that we use separate back- 362

bone models for each stage and each was separately 363

trained. We experimented with reusing the model 364

parameters in multiple stages but obtained a lower 365

score, e.g. the ROUGE-1 score of stage 2 on the 366

QMSum dataset decreases around two points if we 367

use the best parameters of stage 1 summarizer as 368

the starting point of training stage 2 summarizer. 369

This is because the tasks of the different stages dif- 370

fer significantly. For instance, the input to the first 371

stage of dialogue summarization is dialogue turns 372

while the input to the latter stages is documents. 373

1https://github.com/bheinzerling/pyrouge
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AMI ICSI QMSum-All QMSum-Gold
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

PGNet 42.60 14.01 22.62* 35.89 6.92 15.67* 28.74 5.98 25.13 31.52 8.69 27.63
TopicSeg 51.53 12.23 25.47* - - - - - - - - -
HMNET 52.36 18.63 24.00* 45.97 10.14 18.54* 32.29 8.67 28.17 36.06 11.36 31.27
TextRank 35.19 6.13 16.70* 30.72 4.69 12.97* 16.27 2.69 15.41 - - -
HAT-BART 52.27 20.15 50.57 43.98 10.83 41.36 - - - - - -
DDAMS 53.15 22.32 25.67* 40.41 11.02 19.18* - - - - - -

SUMMN 53.44 20.30 51.39 48.87 12.17 46.38 34.03 9.28 29.48 40.20 15.32 35.62

Table 2: ROUGE scores on three meeting summarizing tasks, AMI, ICSI, and QMSum. QMSum-ALL use inputs
with all turns while MSum-Gold use inputs with only the gold turns. * denote the ROUGE-L scores without
sentence split.

4.3 Baselines374

We compare the proposed framework with vari-375

ous baselines. PGNet (See et al., 2017) uses a376

pointer mechanism to copy the token from the377

training sample. TopicSeg (Li et al., 2019) is a378

multi-modal model jointly learning the segmenta-379

tion and summarization. HMNet (Zhu et al., 2020)380

uses a hierarchical attention structure and cross-381

domain pre-training for meeting summarization.382

TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) is a graph-383

based ranking model for text processing. HAT-384

BART (Rohde et al., 2021) is a new hierarchical385

attention transformer-based architecture that out-386

performs standard Transformers. DDAMS (Feng387

et al., 2021) uses a relational graph to model the in-388

teraction between utterances by modeling different389

discourse relations.390

For the SummScreen dataset, we use the neural391

and hybrid model scores reported by Chen et al.392

(2021). We rename these two baselines as Long-393

former+ATT and NN+BM25+Neural to clarify394

the difference between other baselines.395

The baseline scores we report on GovReport are396

from the original paper (Huang et al., 2021). BART397

Variant indicates self-attention variants with full398

attention. BART HEPOS indicates encoder vari-399

ants with head-wise positional strides (HEPOS)400

encoder-decoder attention.401

4.4 Implementation Details402

We fit all models into a single RTX A6000 GPU403

with a 48 GiB memory. We adopt the fairseq2 im-404

plementation for BART. The learning rate is set405

to 2e-5 and the beam width is set to 2 for coarse406

stages and 10 for fine-grained stages. The maxi-407

mum number of tokens in each batch is set to 2048.408

2https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

The maximum number of tokens in each source 409

text is set to 1024 because we tried to extend the 410

positional embeddings to 2048 or longer but ob- 411

tained worse performance. For the output of each 412

intermediate stage, we use <s> and </s> to separate 413

each generated target segments T̂ l
i . 414

5 Results and Analysis 415

We discuss the evaluation results and effects of 416

each component of SUMMN in this section. 417

5.1 Overall Results 418

Meeting Summarization Table 2 shows the 419

ROUGE scores on AMI, ICSI, and QMSum. Com- 420

pared with the baseline models, SUMMN achieves 421

state-of-the-art results on almost all metrics. Specif- 422

ically, SUMMN improves SOTA on ICSI by 2.9, 423

and 0.83 ROUGE-1/2 scores, improves SOTA on 424

QMSum-Gold by 4.14, 3.96, and 4.35 ROUGE- 425

1/2/L scores. These results demonstrate the effec- 426

tiveness of SUMMN on long dialogue summariza- 427

tion tasks. 428

TV Series Summarization Table 3 shows 429

ROUGE scores on SummScreen. SUMMN outper- 430

forms on almost all metrics on two SummScreen 431

datasets. Specifically, we improve 6.58, 1.92, and 432

3.34 ROUGE-1/2/L scores on the SummScreen- 433

FD dataset. This result demonstrates the generaliz- 434

ability of SUMMN over various domains including 435

meetings and TV series. 436

Document Summarization Table 4 shows 437

ROUGE scores on GoveReport. SUMMN achieves 438

state-of-the-art performance on ROUGE-2 and 439

ROUGE-L, and compatible results on ROUGE-1. 440

The results show that SUMMN is applicable to 441
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SummScreen-FD SummScreen-TMS
R1 R2 RL R1 R2 RL

Longformer+ATT 25.90 4.20 23.80 42.90 11.90 41.60
NN+BM25+Neural 25.30 3.90 23.10 38.80 10.20 36.90

SUMMN 32.48 6.12 27.14 44.64 11.87 42.53

Table 3: ROUGE scores on the SummScreen datasets
including ForeverDreaming (SummScreen-FD) and
TV MegaSite, Inc. (SummScreen-TMS).

R-1 R-2 R-L

BART Variants
Full (1024) 52.83 20.50 50.14
Stride (4096) 54.29 20.80 51.35
LIN. (3072) 44.84 13.87 41.94
LSH (4096) 54.75 21.36 51.27
Sinkhorn (5120) 55.45 21.45 52.48

BART HEPOS
LSH (7168) 55.00 21.13 51.67
Sinkhorn (10240) 56.86 22.62 53.82

SUMMN 56.77 23.25 53.90

Table 4: ROUGE scores on GovReport. For each base-
line model, the number in parentheses is the maximum
input length.
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Figure 2: ROUGE-1 scores of various datasets at dif-
ferent stages. ICSI and GovReport have 3 stages, while
the others have 2 stages. In all datasets, ROUGE-1
score increases with the increasing number of stages.

both long dialogue and document summarization442

tasks.443

5.2 Effects of Number of Stages444

We also notice that the performance increases con-445

sistently when the number of stages goes up until446

the predefined number of stages. Figure 2 shows447

the ROUGE-1 scores of different tasks across448

stages. Stage 1 indicates the model with only one449

coarse stage and no fine-grained stage. In this450

model, We directly use the first segment of the451

coarse summary as the output, i.e. T̂ 1
1 of each sam-452

ple. Stage i (i > 1) model contains i − 1 coarse453

Model Method R1 R-2 R-L

AMI Backbone 46.57 16.41 44.61
SUMMN 53.44 20.30 51.39

ICSI Backbone 39.91 9.98 38.17
SUMMN 48.87 12.17 46.38

QMSum-All Backbone 29.20 6.37 25.49
SUMMN 34.03 9.28 29.48

QMSum-Gold Backbone 32.18 8.48 28.56
SUMMN 40.20 15.32 35.62

Table 5: Improvements of SUMMN over backbone
BART models on AMI, ICSI, and QMSum datasets.

stages and one fine-grained stage, the generated 454

summary is from fine-grained summarization mod- 455

els, i.e. T̂ i. 456

Although stage 2 of SUMMN on the ICSI dataset 457

has already outperformed the baselines, the scores 458

can be further improved by adding one more coarse 459

stage. In fact, on all datasets, increasing the number 460

of stages leads to a performance gain. This gain 461

can be explained as the following: if the output of 462

the current stage is longer than K tokens, adding 463

one more coarse stage will help since the model 464

will receive more information from the source text 465

compared with simply truncating them. On the 466

contrary, if the input is smaller than K, there is no 467

need to add more stages, because there is only one 468

segment. 469

5.3 Improvements over Backbone Models 470

SUMMN also boosts the performance of a back- 471

bone model by a large margin. As shown in Ta- 472

ble 5, it improves the BART-large model by 6.87, 473

3.89, 6.78 ROUGE-1/2/L on AMI. This indicates 474

the capability of SUMMN to boost the performance 475

of a weak learner on long summarization tasks. In 476

particular, when the backbone model is well pre- 477

trained on short input texts and performs well on 478

short summarization tasks, SUMMN could greatly 479

increase the capability of the backbone model to 480

process and read long source texts. Also, the back- 481

bone of SUMMN can be easily replaced by some 482

other models, and models do not necessarily have 483

to be identical at every stage. For example, one 484

can try different learners such as T5 as the back- 485

bone model and replace the model in stage 1 with 486

a dialogue-to-document model. 487

5.4 Generalizability over Backbone Models 488

To demonstrate our framework can generalize to 489

different backbone summarization models, we re- 490
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Model Method R-1 R-2 R-L Input

BART-base Backbone 41.54 13.80 38.75 1024
SUMMN 46.60 18.80 45.23 1024

T5-large Backbone 47.81 16.06 45.77 512
SUMMN 51.85 19.40 49.94 512

PEGASUS- Backbone 46.37 16.21 44.75 1024
cnn_dailymail SUMMN 50.15 19.07 48.28 1024

Table 6: ROUGE scores of different backbone models
on AMI. For all backbone models with various maxi-
mum input lengths, ROUGE scores increase with the
help of proposed framework. Input indicates the maxi-
mum number of tokens the model can take.

R-1 R-2 R-L

SUMMN 53.44 20.30 51.39
- stage 2 48.21 18.59 46.46
- data seg. 46.83 15.91 45.00
- stage 2 & tar. seg. 46.24 16.03 44.45
only BART 46.57 16.41 44.61

Table 7: Ablations on the test set of AMI. “- data seg.”
indicates removing data segmentation (the same as cut-
off at limitation), “- tar. seg.” indicates source segmen-
tation paired with duplicated targets.

place the BART-large-cnn model in previous ex-491

periments with other neural summarization mod-492

els including T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) and PE-493

GASUS (Zhang et al., 2019).3 Table 6 shows494

the ROUGE scores of three different models that495

are trained and evaluated on AMI. In all models,496

SUMMN improves the performance of backbone497

models by a large margin. For instance, although498

BART-base is a weaker summarizer compared with499

BART-large model, the framework is still able to500

improve the ROUGE-1 score by 5.06.501

5.5 Ablations502

Table 7 shows the ablation study results of SUMMN503

on the AMI test set. Removing stage 2 (using the504

first segment of the coarse summary T̂ 1
1 as the gen-505

erated summary) leads to a 5.23 ROUGE-1 score506

drop. Without data segmentation, the ROUGE-1507

score decreases by 6.61 using the same fine-grained508

stage. Removing both stage 2 and target segmen-509

tation (use duplication algorithm instead) further510

decreases the performance. It even hurts the per-511

formance of the original BART model because the512

duplication of targets will introduce some biases513

towards the common part of the targets.514

3We use huggingface to implement the T5 and PEGASUS
models https://huggingface.co/

AMI ICSI
Read. Conc. Cove. Read. Conc. Cove.

HMNet 3.93 4.05 4.15 3.21 3.33 3.84
SUMMN 4.45 4.13 4.23 4.12 3.55 4.06

Table 8: Human evaluation scores. Read. indicates
Readability, Conc. indicates Conciseness, and Cove.
indicates Coverage.

5.6 Human Evaluation 515

We conduct a human evaluation to assess the fol- 516

lowing: Readability takes into account word and 517

grammatical error rate to evaluate how fluent the 518

summary language is; Conciseness measures how 519

well the summary discards the redundant informa- 520

tion; Coverage measures how well the summary 521

covers each part of the dialogue. 522

We compare the results of SUMMN and HMNet 523

because HMNet is a baseline model with the good 524

capability to read whole input. For each meeting in 525

AMI and ICSI dataset, we ask 3 different annotators 526

with English expertise to label the summaries. Each 527

annotator was asked to read the meeting transcript, 528

gold summaries, and generated summaries using 529

the SummVis (Vig et al., 2021) toolkit. They were 530

asked to rate each summary from 1 to 5 (higher is 531

better) for each metric. We also shuffle the sum- 532

maries of two models to reduce the bias. 533

Table 8 shows that SUMMN achieves higher 534

scores in Readability, Conciseness, and Coverage 535

than HMNet in both AMI and ICSI dataset. Specifi- 536

cally, the Readability of SUMMN greatly surpasses 537

the baseline by around 0.5/1 point on AMI/ICSI 538

dataset. This is because BART is well-pretrained 539

and is able to generate more readable text and 540

SUMMN successfully maintains this capability of 541

BART. 542

6 Conclusion 543

In this paper, we propose SUMMN , a simple, flexi- 544

ble, and effective framework for long dialogue and 545

document summarization. It consists of multiple 546

coarse stages and one fine-grained stage to itera- 547

tively compress the long source input. It enjoys the 548

full power of backbone models while ensuring the 549

full receptive field of the summarization model. We 550

evaluate the model on various datasets and improve 551

the baselines by a large margin. 552
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Chenguang Zhu, Ruochen Xu, Michael Zeng, and Xue-774
dong Huang. 2020. A hierarchical network for ab-775
stractive meeting summarization with cross-domain776
pretraining. In Findings of the Association for Com-777
putational Linguistics: EMNLP 2020, pages 194–778
203, Online. Association for Computational Linguis-779
tics.780

A Case Study781

Table 9 shows a concrete sample summary gen-782

erated by SUMMN . It captures the topics of the783

source text and smoothly follows the outline of the784

gold summary. Also, SUMMN is able to evenly785

generate the information of the whole summary,786

including the last part of source text which is trun-787

cated in the standard BART-large models.788

B Computing the Number of Stages789

With regard to text length, the source text of each790

stage needs to be compressed gradually to ensure791

that the summary with proper length can be gener-792

ated in the final stage. Also, the compression level793

determines the required number of stages, which794

is a significant indicator of time cost. Suppose795

the source of stage i contains Li
s words, while the796

target contains Li
t words, and the maximum input797

length of the model is K, |Ti| indicates the aver-798

aged number of tokens in the segmented target. Li
t799

can be expressed by the number of segment Li
s

K800

times |Ti|.801

In each stage, we have:

Li
t =

Li
s

K
× |Ti|

Li
s = Li−1

t

By iterating this equation for N time, the number
of needed coarse stages N for a dataset can be
decided in this way:

L0
s

KN
× |Ti|N ≤ K

N = d logK − logL0
s

log |Ti| − logK
e

Where ∗N indicates the N -th power of ∗, while L0
s802

indicates the source text of original dataset. For803

target segmentation, the compression level |Ti|/|T |804

of duplication segmentation is 1 and greedy seg-805

mentation is 0.5 to 0.9. So that target segmentation806

algorithm helps reduce stages.807
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ICSI

SUMMN

The project manager opens the meeting by recapping the events of the previous meeting. The marketing expert presents the results of market
research , which shows that users want a fancy-looking remote control that is easy to use and has a fancy look and feel. The user interface
designer presents the user interface concept for the remote , which is based on the idea that a remote should be simple and user-friendly.
The industrial designer presents about the internal components of a remote control. The group discusses using kinetic energy to power the
device , using a simple battery for the LCD screen , and using an advanced chip for the advanced chip. The project manager closes the meeting
, telling the team members what their tasks will be for the next meeting. · · · The Marketing Expert will research how to produce a remote that
is technologically innovative. The User Interface Designer will look at how to make a remote out of wood or plastic with either a wooden
or plastic cover. The Group will not work with teletext. There was a lack of information on the cost of components and materials.

Gold

The project manager opened the meeting and recapped the decisions made in the previous meeting. The marketing expert discussed his personal
preferences for the design of the remote and presented the results of trend-watching reports , which indicated that there is a need for products
which are fancy , innovative , easy to use , in dark colors , in recognizable shapes , and in a familiar material like wood. The user interface
designer discussed the option to include speech recognition and which functions to include on the remote. The industrial designer discussed
which options he preferred for the remote in terms of energy sources , casing , case supplements , buttons , and chips. The team then discussed
and made decisions regarding energy sources , speech recognition , LCD screens , chips , case materials and colors, case shape and orientation ,
and button orientation.· · · The case covers will be available in wood or plastic. The case will be single curved. Whether to use kinetic energy or
a conventional battery with a docking station which recharges the remote. Whether to implement an LCD screen on the remote. Choosing
between an LCD screen or speech recognition. Using wood for the case.

Table 9: Sample output summary SUMMN on ICSI dataset. Tokens marked in grey indicate the out-of-boundary
contents of truncation models. Brown tokens are the keywords emerged in the gold summary. Tokens marked in
red indicate the concepts of out-of-boundary text.
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